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In the enchanting realm of Droon, where magic flows through every leaf
and stone, a perilous quest awaits Princess Keeah and her loyal
companions. The evil Queen of Shadowthorn has emerged from the depths
of the Unseelie Court, threatening to plunge Droon into eternal darkness.

Keeah, the rightful heir to the throne, must rally her friends and face her
destiny. Guided by ancient prophecies and the wisdom of her ancestors,
she embarks on a treacherous journey to find the legendary Shadowthorn
Sword, the only weapon capable of defeating the Queen of Shadowthorn.

Along the way, Keeah and her companions encounter treacherous
creatures, solve perplexing riddles, and forge unbreakable bonds. They
navigate through dense forests, scale treacherous mountains, and delve
into forgotten ruins, all while pursued by the relentless forces of darkness.
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As the lines between good and evil blur, Keeah must confront her own
inner demons and discover the true nature of her power. With the fate of
Droon hanging in the balance, she must harness her courage, wisdom, and
unwavering determination to triumph over the Queen of Shadowthorn and
restore light and hope to her beloved realm.

Princess Keeah: The courageous and resourceful princess of Droon,
destined to wield the Shadowthorn Sword and defeat the Queen of
Shadowthorn.

Lief: Keeah's loyal and adventurous best friend, always eager to join her
on her quests.

Galen: A skilled and noble knight, who serves as Keeah's trusted advisor
and protector.

Karina: A wise and enigmatic sorceress, who guides Keeah with her
knowledge of ancient prophecies.

Queen of Shadowthorn: The malevolent ruler of the Unseelie Court,
determined to plunge Droon into darkness.

Courage and Determination: Keeah and her companions face countless
challenges and dangers, but their unwavering courage and determination
propel them forward.
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Friendship and Loyalty: The bonds of friendship between Keeah, Lief,
Galen, and Karina prove unbreakable, providing strength and support in the
face of adversity.

Good vs. Evil: The battle between Keeah and the Queen of Shadowthorn
represents the eternal struggle between good and evil, where the fate of
the world hangs in the balance.

Self-Discovery: As Keeah embarks on her quest, she discovers her own
inner strength and the true nature of her power.

"Queen of Shadowthorn is another thrilling installment in the Secrets of
Droon series. Neal and Wade Shusterman have created a captivating world
of magic and adventure that will keep readers on the edge of their seats
from beginning to end." - Kirkus Reviews

"With its engaging characters, fast-paced plot, and timeless themes, Queen
of Shadowthorn is a must-read for fans of fantasy and adventure. It's a
book that will inspire young readers to embrace their courage, forge
unbreakable bonds, and believe in the power of good." - Publishers Weekly

Queen of Shadowthorn: The Secrets of Droon 31 is an epic adventure that
will enchant readers of all ages. Join Princess Keeah and her companions
on their perilous quest to defeat the Queen of Shadowthorn and restore
light and hope to the realm of Droon. With its captivating characters,
thrilling plot, and timeless themes, Queen of Shadowthorn is a book that
will stay with you long after you finish it.

Free Download your copy today and immerse yourself in the magical world
of Droon!
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